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ABSTRACT
There have been great advancements in the field of im-
munofluorescence imaging. The surge in development of
analytical methods for such data makes it crucial to develop
benchmark synthetic datasets for objectively validating these
methods. We propose a model of the healthy colonic crypt
microenvironments. Our model can simulate immunofluo-
rescence image data with parameters that allow control over
cellularity, cell overlap ratio, image resolution, and objective
level. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first model
to simulate immunofluorescence image data at subcellular
level for healthy colon tissue, where the cells have several
compartments and are organized to mimic the microenviron-
ment of tissue in situ rather than dispersed cells in a cultured
environment. Validation of the model has been performed
by comparing morphological features of the tissue structure
between real and simulated images. In addition, we compare
the performance of two cell counting algorithms. The simu-
lated data could also be used to validate techniques such as
image restoration, cell segmentation, and crypt segmentation.

Index Terms— Immunofluorescence, colon tissue, spa-
tial model, synthetic data

1. INTRODUCTION

Fluorescence microscopy combined with digital imaging con-
structs a basic platform for numerous biomedical studies in
the field of cellular imaging. As studies relying on analy-
sis of digital images become popular, the validation of such
analytical tools gains significance. A common approach for
validation is to compare the algorithm’s results with expert-
labelled data. Nevertheless, the repeatability and accuracy
of manual labeling can always be questioned due to human
error sources [1] and the process is very time-consuming. In
addition, developing a model can provide a better understand-
ing of the system and aid experimental design. We propose a
method for simulating fluorescent images for the spatial mi-
croenvironment of healthy colon tissue. The tissue microenvi-
ronment is composed of a single layer of epithelium forming
glandular structures, called crypts (as shown in Figure 1). The

tall columnar epithelial cells have oval basal nuclei. Stroma
fills the space between the crypts and contains several types
of cells, such as lymphocytes, plasma cells and fibroblasts.

Several frameworks for synthetic fluorescence image data
generation have been proposed in the literature. The sim-
plest of these simulate populations of spots as spheres [2]
or Gaussian-like 3D objects [3]. Lockett et al. [4] used a
more complex set of shapes, such as curved spheres, discs,
and dumbbells. More recently, realistic simulations have been
presented. For example, Lehmussola et al. [5] designed a
simulator called SIMCEP, which can simulate large 2D cell
populations with realistic looking cytoplasm, nuclei and cell
organelle. Svoboda et al. generated a model to simulate fully
3D image data of cell populations [6] and later of healthy
colon tissue [7]. However, these models only included cell
nuclei. In addition, the shape of the nuclei in the colon tissue
model [7] is not very realistic and does not reflect the variety
of cells phenotypes found in real tissue. On the other hand,
Zhao and Murphy [8] presented a machine learning method to
generate realistic cells with labeled nuclei, membranes and a
protein expressed in a cell organelle. However, this approach
is restricted to individual cells and only one protein of interest
at a time.

In this work, we expand the SIMCEP tool in order to sim-
ulate images for the healthy colon tissue. There are different
cell types, characterized by different appearance and localiza-
tion of the cells. The cells are organised to mimic the colon
tissue structure. Hand-marked histology data has been used in
order to generate realistic chromatin texture, nuclei morphol-
ogy, and crypt architecture. Our model also incorporates var-
ious cells phenotypes found in real histology data. We have
developed this 2D model with the foresight of extending it to
simulate multiplex fluorescence and histology images.

2. METHODS

2.1. Real data input

In order to make the model realistic, Hematoxilyn and Eosin
(H&E) slides from colon cancer patients were analysed.
Healthy (as graded by two pathologists) visual fields at 40×
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Fig. 1. Immunofluorescent images with nuclear marker DAPI
depicting the structure of healthy colon tissue.

magnification were selected. Individual nuclei in each im-
age were hand-marked as epithelial or stromal. Size and 13
Haralick texture features [9] were extracted for each nucleus.
Affinity Propagation [10] was used to phenotype the nuclei
according to their 13 texture features. For each of the clusters
found, the mean and standard deviation of the length of the
major axis and the ratio between the minor and major axis
were obtained. In addition, we calculated the frequency with
which nuclei belonging to each phenotype are found to be ep-
ithelial or stromal, and incorporate the phenotype frequency
into our model as described in Section 2.3.

In addition to this, visual fields at 20×magnification were
selected for analysis of crypt sizes. In these, 585 healthy
crypts were hand-marked. We calculated the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the minor axis and the ratio between minor
and major axes for each group. These were then incorporated
into the model.

2.2. Tissue structure

Given an image resolution and magnification level, we first
determine an appropriate radius of the cells, r, of 6 µm, and
a radius of the crypts corresponding to the mean length on the
minor axis, µb, found from the H&E images. These parameter
values are used to determine the number of crypts and cells to
be simulated in the image. The number of crypts, Nc in an
ih × iw image is determined by the following:

Nc = bih/(3b)c biw/(3b)c . (1)

Crypts are simulated as elliptical structures. For each
crypt, the minor axis b is set to µb + U(−σb, σb), where σb
is the standard deviation of the minor axis found in the H&E
images, and U(x1, x2) is a number uniformly drawn from
the range [x1, x2]. To determine the length of major axis,
a, we use the mean ratio between the minor and major axes,
µe = µb/µa. Then a is given by b/(µe+U(−σe, σe)), where
σe is the standard deviation of the ratio. The degree of rota-
tion of the major axis, φ, of the crypts is chosen at random.
The crypt outline is then computed as follows,

R(θ) =
ab
√
2√

(b2 − a2) cos(2θ − 2φ) + a2 + b2
+ u (2)

where R(θ) is the polar radius, θ ∈ [0, 2π] is the polar angle
and u = 0.1U(−0.6, 1) slightly deforms the crypts.

Then, the crypt centres, c = (xc, yc), are selected so that
the crypts don’t overlap. The epithelial cells are placed at
a random location along the crypt edge. Once the cells are
placed, they are rotated so they point towards the crypt centre
and their nuclei are displaced closer to the edge of the crypt.
The stromal cells are placed uniformly in the space outside
the crypts. Stromal cells are rotated in a direction given by
φ+U(−π/6, π/6) to reflect the structure of the stromal tissue
that can be observed in histology images.

The maximum amount of cell overlap is also controlled
by the parameter Lmax [5]. The relative amount of overlap,
Lij , that is caused on the region of pixels Ri defined by one
simulated cell by the region of pixels Rj of another cell is
measured by

Lij =
|Ri ∩Rj |
|Ri|

, i 6= j (3)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. Then, for example,
setting Lmax = 1 doesn’t pose any restrictions on overlap,
whereas Lmax = 0 doesn’t allow overlap. Overlap can be
controlled either on the cytoplasm or nuclei regions. When a
cell is placed randomly, if the overlap criterion is not satisfied,
a new set of coordinates is chosen.

Once the number and size of crypts has been determined
and the crypts have been placed, we calculate the number of
cells, N that will be placed in the image. Firstly, an estimate
of the area of a stromal cell, A is calculated:

A = π((2− 0.7Lmax)r)
2. (4)

Here the factor of r accounts for the effect of overlap and
doesn’t go below 1 as stromal cells are generally sparse. The
area covered by stroma, As is found by counting the pixels
outside the outlines of the crypts. Then the number of stromal
cells is given by Ns = νsAs

A , where νs ∈ [0, 1] is a user-
defined parameter for the cellularity (density) of stromal cells.

Similarly, the number of epithelial cells is determined by



Ne =
νeP

2(1.4− Lmax)r
, (5)

where P is the perimeter of the crypts in the image, νe ∈ [0, 1]
is a user-defined parameter for the cellularity of epithelial
cells, and the factor in the denominator accounts for the ef-
fects of overlap. The overlap factor is smaller than the one for
stromal cells because epithelial cells are more tightly packed.
Then the final number of cells is given by N = Ns +Ne.

2.3. Single cell

Each of the N cells is constructed separately. Before a cell is
synthesized, it is randomly assigned to one of the phenotypes
found in the real data with probability equal to the frequency
of the phenotypes in H&E tissues.

Two types of shapes are included in the simulation. The
cytoplasm for stromal cells, cell nuclei and cell organelle are
generated using a parametric model proposed in [5]. In this
case the random shapes are initialized as a circle parameter-
ized as (x(θ), y(θ)) = (cosθ, sinθ), where θ ∈ [0, 2π] is the
polar angle. The angle θ is sampled at k (k = 10) equidistant
points to generate a regular polygon (Figure 2 (a)). Then a
random polygon is created by randomising the spatial loca-
tions of the vertices as follows:

xi(θi) = [U(−α, α) + cos(θi + U(−β, β))],
yi(θi) = [U(−α, α) + sin(θi + U(−β, β))] (6)

for i = 1, ..., k, where α controls the randomness of the circle
radius and β controls the randomness of sampling. Then we
obtain the means, µl and µw, and standard deviations, σl and
σw, for the nuclei major and minor axes, respectively, from
the H&E data phenotypes. These are used to obtain the sizes
for the modelled nuclei as

µnl = µl + U(−σl, σl),
µnw = µw + U(−σw, σw).

(7)

Then, the size of the modelled cell cytoplasm is chosen to be

µcl = U(2.5, 2.9)µnl ,
µcw = U(2.5, 2.9)µnw.

(8)

The user can choose the sizes µol and µow of the cell organelles.
The polygons are scaled with the respective value as

x̂i(θi) = xi(θi)µ
n/c/o
l ,

ŷi(θi) = yi(θi)µ
n/c/o
w .

(9)

Finally, the vertices are interpolated using cubic splines (Fig-
ure 2 (b)).

The cytoplasm of epithelial cells is generated starting
from the polygon shown in Figure 2 (c). The set of original
coordinates {(xi, yi), i = 1, ..., k} are then randomised and
scaled
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Fig. 2. Examples of cell shapes. Figures (a) and (c) show
polygons without any randomness for the stromal and epithe-
lial cells. Figures (b) and (d) show the shapes with dislocated
vertices after spline interpolation. Here α = 0.2, β = 0.05.

x̂i = µcl (xi + U(−α/2, α/2)),
ŷi = µcw(yi + U(−α/2, α/2)). (10)

As before, cubic splines are used to interpolate between the
vertices. An example of the shape obtained can be seen in
Figure 2 (d).

The texture for the cytoplasm and organelle is generated
using a well-known procedural model [12] for texture synthe-
sis. As the nuclei texture is an important factor when grading
a tumor, a more sophisticated method was adopted for syn-
thesizing it. In particular, we used a parametric model using
wavelets [11]. The model is applied to the texture of the nu-
cleus found to be the cluster centroid by Affinity Propagation
in order to generate a large texture image. Firstly, the H&E
image is converted into grey-scale. Since the method requires
a rectangular image as input, the areas outside the nucleus are
filled by reflecting at the boundary. For each pixel outside,
a pixel equal distance away from the boundary is found and
their values are equated. When a nucleus of the given pheno-
type is being synthesized, a random part of the texture image
is selected and used as the texture.

2.4. Measurement error

The final step of the simulation degrades the ideal images con-
structed in the previous sections. This resembles the degra-
dation caused by the real measurement system. Firstly, un-
even illumination, Is, is simulated by adding a second de-
gree parabolic polynomial in the image. The center of the
simulated illumination source can be inputted. The energy of
the illumination source is controlled by a parameter Es. The
autofluorescence effect, Ia with energy Ea, is simulated as a
spatially slowly changing random texture [12]. In addition,
convolution with a 2D Gaussian, G, is used to simulate the
point spread function. Finally, we add zero mean Gaussian
noise, Ng with variance σg to approximate the CCD detector
noise. Hence, the simulated image degraded by the acquisi-
tion system, Î , obtained from an ideal image I is given by:

Î = [(I + EsIs + EaIa) ∗G] +Ng, (11)

where ∗ is the convolution operator.
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Fig. 3. Example of simulated images. The images are 1000×
1000 pixels, at magnification 40×, with Lmax = 0.2 in the
cytoplasm and νe = νs = 1. (a) shows the cytoplasm in red,
and nuclei in blue. (b) displays only the nuclei.

Table 1. Mean and standard deviation (shown in brackets)
of crypt morphological features for real and synthetic data.
Measurements are in pixels for a 20x images

Area Major Minor Ratio Solidity

Real 14171 162 105 0.695 0.979
(11244) (78.7) (28.9) (0.158) (0.017)

Synthetic 14088 159 110 0.718 0.988
(6756) (49.5) (23.6) (0.13) (0.024)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows an example of a synthesized image. By vi-
sual inspection, we can see that the tissue structure closely
resembles that of real data, shown in Figure 1. The most dis-
tinguishing characteristic of the colon microenvironment is
the crypt structure. Hence, in order to validate the model, we
compared morphological features of the synthesized crypts
with those calculated from the hand-marked histology im-
ages. The results are shown in Table 1. One clear difference
is that in Figure 3 (b) nuclei regions are much more easily
distinguishable. However, this is due to the fact that the ex-
ample is synthesized with a small amount of overlap between
cytoplasmic regions being allowed. Depending on the pur-
pose for image synthesis, one may require to have fewer, eas-
ily separable cells (Figure 4 (a)), or more crowded and over-
lapping cells (Figure 4 (b)). Varying these parameters could
be essential, for example, when testing cell segmentation and
counting algorithms. The results from cell counting experi-
ments using ImageJ [13] and CellProfiler [14] are shown in
Table 2. Cell counting was done on 30 simulated samples
with the same parameters as the example shown in Figure 3.
Cell counting was done both on the non-overlapping nuclei
regions and on the cytoplasmic regions where overlap of 0.2
was allowed. We can see that ImageJ tended to clump cells
together if they overlap, whereas CellProfiler over-segmented
them. However, further parameter optimization may give bet-
ter results.

a) b)

Fig. 4. Example of nuclei channel of simulated images. The
images are 1000×1000 pixels, at magnification 40×. Param-
eters are (a) Lmax = 0 in the cytoplasm, νe = νs = 0.7, and
(b) Lmax = 0.8, νe = νs = 1.

Table 2. Cell counting results for ImageJ and CellProfiler
with counting based on non-overlapping nuclei or cytoplasm
regions with Lmax = 0.3. Mean and standard deviation (in
brackets) are shown normalised by the ground truth.

ImageJ Nuclei 0.997 (0.004)
ImageJ Cytoplasm 0.703 (0.034)
CellProfiler Nuclei 1.218 (0.164)
CellProfiler Cytoplasm 1.113 (0.143)

4. CONCLUSIONS

Modern high-throughput imaging methods have raised the
need for automated analytical frameworks. However, vali-
dation of such methods has been challenging since ground
truth information in cell biological research is often missing,
and verification using manual methods introduces variable
results. Hence, simulation is a valuable tool when trying to
develop, validate, and compare analytical methods.

We presented a model for simulating healthy colonic crypt
architecture. The framework has several parameters, which
allow control over the tissue appearance. Detailed analysis of
hand-marked H&E images has enabled us to make the model
realistic by learning parameters to generate realistic cell phe-
notypes, chromatin texture, nuclei morphology, and crypt ar-
chitecture. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first
model to simulate immunofluorescence image data at subcel-
lular level, where the cells have several compartments and
are organized to mimic the microenvironment of tissue in situ
rather than dispersed cells in a cultured environment. The
synthesized data could be used to validate techniques such as
image restoration, cell and crypt segmentation.

In the future, the simulation framework will be extended
to also include colon cancer simulation. We are also look-
ing into developing models for different protein expressions
in the cells. In addition, when considering tissue structures,
one should take into account regions outside the cells as this is
where many of the challenges that face image processing al-
gorithms come from. Hence, we need to consider simulation
of the extra-cellular matrix and the lumen texture.
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